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studied by Todd, for which 7?(vl„) ~ c-n2-2~in for a certain constant c. No direct

comparison of the results of our experiments with those made by Todd [1] (for

a 49 X 49 matrix, without iteration) is possible, since his results are expressed in

terms of the norm of the error matrix.

The calculating program thus described operates at a fixed binary point and

uses 40 binary digits. A program operating at a floating binary point and including

32 binary digits in its digital portion and 8 binary digits in its scalar exponent

has also been developed. This program works at an approximately 30% slower

rate and gave, when applied to the above-mentioned systems, a slightly better

solution.

Hans Riesel

Essingeringen 9

Stockholm

Sweden

1. J. Todd, "The condition of certain matrices II," Arch. d. Math., v. 5, 1954, p. 249-257
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65 [A].—Robert L. Causey, Decimal to Octal and Octal to Decimal Conversion

Tables, U. S. Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California, 1952,

30 p., 26.5 cm. Deposited in the UMT File.

These are radix tables with three figure groups; when using the decimal to

octal table the tabular entries are added together using octal arithmetic. The

decimal to octal table has 11 place octal values of n X 10~K for n = 0(1)999 and

K = 3, 6, 9. The octal to decimal table has 10 place decimal values of « X 8~x

for n = 0(1)511 and K = 3, 6, 9, 12, together with an argument column giving

n X 8-3 in octal. The tables were printed by photo-offset from output of an IBM

tabulator. This machine has the unpleasant characteristic of leaving more space

between adjacent columns than rows. The tables were developed for use with

the RAYDAC.
J. L. Selfridge

University of California

Los Angeles, California

66[D, E].—Harvard University, Computation Laboratory, Annals, Tables of

the Function arc sin z, v. 40, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.,

1956, xxxviii + 586 p., 27 cm. Price $12.50.

This table lists values of w = arc sin z, both the function w and the argument

z being expressed in cartesian form. Symmetries make it unnecessary to consider

values of z belonging to points outside the first quadrant. If w = u + iv and

z = x + iy, both u and v are tabulated to 6 decimals for various values of x

and y. The results are arranged in 11 tables, in every one of which the lattice is

square, that is, the intervals in x and y are equal. The intervals 5 = Ax = Ay in

Tables I to XI are respectively 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5.
In a table of a function of a complex variable, the earlier intervals are strikingly

small ; previous tables of sin z and arc sin z have rarely used intervals finer than
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0.02. The regions in which the various intervals apply are clearly set out in detail

on the contents page, and need not be reproduced here. It seems sufficient to

state that

(i) the smallest intervals relate to the regions which keep closest to the

branch point at z = 1 ;

(ii) the region covered by Table I (5 = 0.002) is the rectangle 0.916 < x

< 1.090, 0 < y < 0.140;
(iii) the other regions are not single rectangles, but are each composed of two

or three rectangles, the maximum width of the composite region vary-

ing in x from 775 to 1395, and in y from 955 to 1055;

(iv)  the whole region covered in the volume is the square

0 < x < 475,    0 < y < 475,

minus that part of the square for which both x > 195 and y > 350.

In general, interpolation is by Taylor's series, using the first two derivatives;

the quantities actually tabulated are not these derivatives, /'(z) and /"(z), but

the "pseudo-differences" 5/'(z) and 52/"(z)/2, of which the real and imaginary

parts are given. (The reviewer regrets the use of the symbol 5 to denote width of

interval ; he would have preferred to call it almost anything else, for example h.)

Where use of two derivatives does not suffice, reference is given to the appropriate

procedure—usually the employment of an earlier (finer mesh) table, but in the

case of a region of Table I near to z = 1, the employment of an auxiliary function

tabulated on pages xxxii and xxxiii.

It is interesting to see what an extensive table of a function of a complex

variable can be produced in a fairly routine fashion with modern equipment.

The present table was produced by the Computation Laboratory for the Aero-

nautical Research Laboratory of the United States Air Force, and its extent was

presumably fixed by the requirements of that institution. Previous tables of both

the direct and the inverse sine of complex argument have been mostly the work

of electrical engineers. As the authors point out, the real and imaginary parts of

the direct function sin z are given so simply by the expressions sin x cosh y and

cos x sinh y that tabulation seems unnecessary, though the importance of the

function has caused a number of tables to be made. In contrast, the computation

of the inverse function arc sin z from ordinary tables of functions of one real vari-

able is rather tedious, yet, as the authors rightly state, not much tabulation of

the inverse function has been undertaken ; useful tables listing a cartesian function

of a polar argument were computed in the 1920's, the moving spirit being F. Emde.

Concerning the references on page xxiv, it may be added that an abridgement of

Hawelka's table has been printed by Boll [1], and that the small table given in

the second edition of Jahnke and Emde was later transferred to Emde's volume

of tables of elementary functions [2]. As the present tables list a cartesian func-

tion of a cartesian argument, they break new ground as regards form, besides

being of record extent. They are manifestly to be welcomed for their own sake.

They could also provide material if it should ever be desired to produce a smaller

and cheaper table, such as would satisfy the needs of many. The reviewer ven-
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tures this suggestion in case any persons should feel that a little acorn planted by

Emde has grown into a splendid oak which is too big for their garden.

A. F.

1. Marcell Boll, Tables Numériques Universelles des Laboratoires et Bureaux d'Études,
Dunod, Paris, 1947, p. 732 (see MTAC, v. 2, 1947, p. 336).

2. F. Emde, Tafeln elementarer Funktionen, Leipzig and Berlin, 1940, second edition, Leipzig,
1949, p. 138 (see MTAC, v. 1, 1945, p. 384 and v. 4, 1950, p. 79). There are American reprints of
both the second edition of Jahnke and Emde and the first edition of Emde.

67[F].—R. J. Porter, "On irregular negative determinants of exponent 9m,"

MTAC, v. 10, 1956, p. 22-25.

The determinant D = b2 — ac of the quadratic form ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 is

called irregular if the principal genus is non-cyclic. The number of classes divided

by the highest period is called the exponent of D. The first 58 values of — D with

exponents 9re are listed, giving the complete table up to 150,000. Tables are given

which reveal special properties and a method for squaring a class of forms is out-

lined. The discriminant —3299 seems to play an exceptional role in various

respects.

O. Taussky-Todd
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C.

This review was prepared by O. Taussky-Todd for Mathematical Reviews.

68[F, K, W].—Gösta Neovius, "Artificial traffic trials using digital computers,"

Chapter 2. Generating pseudo-random numbers, Ericcson Technics 2, 1955,

p. 279-291.

Five methods of generating pseudo-random numbers to radix 16 are described.

The first method produces the Fibonacci series 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, • • • reduced

modulo 240 and the others are rather complicated modifications of this method

which, however, are also convenient for the electronic computer BESK. For a

description of the mathematical properties of Fibonacci sequences rnodularly

reduced, see Duparc, Lekkerkerker, and Peremans [1]. The four modified

Fibonacci sequences, but not the unmodified sequence, were found to satisfy the

four tests for randomness described by M. G. Kendall and B. Babington Smith

[2]. It was in a sense fortunate that the radix used was large (16) instead of 2;

otherwise the serial test would certainly have led to the rejection of all the

methods, unless this test had been interpreted in accordance with the reviewer's

modification [3] of the analysis in £2].

I. J. Good
25 Scott House

Princess Elizabeth Way

Cheltenham, England

1. H. J. A. Duparc, C. G. Lekkerkerker, & W. Peremans, Reduced sequences of integers
and pseudo-random numbers, Math. Centrum, Amsterdam, Report ZW 1953-002 (also Report
ZW 1952-013).

2. M. G. Kendall & B. Babington Smith, Tables of Random Sampling Numbers, Tracts for
Computers, XXIV, Cambridge University Press, 1951.

3. I. J. Good, "The serial test for sampling numbers and other tests for randomness " Camb.
Phil. Soc., Proc, 49, 1953, p. 276-284.
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69[G, H, X].—Mark Lotkin, "A set of test matrices," MTAC, v. 9, 1955,

p. 153-161.

The finite Hubert matrix Bn = ((i + k — 1)_1), i, k = 1,2, • • -,n is often

used for testing numerical methods in matrix computations. In order to have test

data available for a non-symmetric matrix a study and tabulations are carried

out for An = (aik) with au = 1, k = 1, ■ • -, n and aik = (i + k — 1)_1 for

i = 2, ■ ■ -, n, k = 1, • • -, n. It is known that the det7?„ is the reciprocal of a

positive integer and it is now shown that det An is (—l)"_l times the reciprocal

of a positive integer. The elements of An~l are integers, which is also known to be

true for 75„_1. While all the characteristic roots of Bn are positive the tabulations

indicate that for An, apart from the dominant characteristic root, all others have

negative signs. Estimates for the characteristic root and vectors are studied as

well as the M- and P-condition numbers (see John Todd, "The condition of a

certain matrix," Cambridge Phil. Soc, Proc, v. 46, 1950, p. 116-118). The paper

includes tables for n = 1 to 10 of det^4„, the M- and P-condition numbers, the

characteristic roots of largest and smallest absolute value and the corresponding

vectors; Af1 and 776 = (Ao)TA6 are also given. Results are given exactly, or to

about 7S.
O. Taussky-Todd

National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D. C.

This review was prepared by O. Taussky-Todd for Mathematical Reviews.

70[G, K].—F. N. David & M. G. Kendall, "Tables of symmetric functions,

Part V," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955, p. 223-243.

These tables complete the services by the authors [1] in which each of the

4 kinds of fundamental symmetric functions, monomial, one-part, unitary, and

homogeneous product sums are expressed in terms of each of the others for weights

up to and including 12. The present tables are for the one-part, unitary pair. The

table for the one-part, homogeneous product sum pair would be the same except

for obvious changes in sign.

C. C. C.

1. F. N. David & M. G. Kendall, "Tables of symmetric functions Part I ; Parts II, and III" ;
Part IV, Biometrika, v. 36, 1949, p. 431-449; v. 38, 1951, p. 435-462; v. 40, 1953, p. 429^46.
\_MTAC, v. 4, p. 146, v. 6, p. 224-225; see also corrigendum, v. 8, p. 188, v. 8, p. 150.]

71 [I, L, P].—Ross E. Graves, "Design and Analysis of an Optimum Comb

Filter Based upon an Information Storage Device," GERA-20, Goodyear

Aircraft Corp., Litchfield Park, Arizona, 1953, ii + 65 p.; "Miscellaneous

Considerations in Comb Filter Design," GERA-24, Goodyear Aircraft Corp.,

Litchfield Park, Arizona, 1954, v + 74 p., photostat copies in notebook

binders, 28 cm. Both copies deposited in the UMT File.

These papers contain, among other things, several devices for computation of

the coefficients in the (finite) Fourier series for the function Tn-i iZ0 cos u), where

Tk(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree K, defined by cos (K arc cos x).

GERA-20 has two recursion formulas for computing the above coefficients;
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numerical examples of their use for n = 40 relations between the coefficients and

the hypergeometric function, plus relations between the coefficients and the

Jacobi polynomial, are given in the Addenda.

GERA-24 includes "An Exact Method for Computation of the Tchebycheff

Coefficients." The coefficients referred to are proportional to the above coefficients

(in GERA-20), the so-called weights for an «-signal Chebyshev filter. The formula

given is stated to be well suited for computation.

Thomas H. Southard
University of California
Los Angeles, California

72[I, L, P].—Isabelle Arsham, Chebyshev Coefficients for Chebyshev Polynomials

of Orders 12 and 24 under the General Linear Transformation (U), Report

No. TR-326, Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Ordnance Corps, De-

partment of the Army, Washington, D. C, 1956, 27 p., 26.6 cm.

Consider the equation Tn(ax + b) = zZn\=obmTm(x), where Tm(x) is the

Chebyshev polynomial of degree m.

This paper lists the coefficients bm(yn = 0,1, •••,«) as functions of a and b,

lor the cases n = 12 and 24.

The special case in which b = 0 is related to the problem considered in

GERA-20 and GERA-24 (see preceding review 71). The bm are needed in such

situations as antenna design.

Thomas H. Southard
University of California

Los Angeles, California

73[K].—NBS Applied Mathematics Series, No. 21, A Guide to Tables of the
Normal Probability Integral, U. S. Gov. Printing Office, Washington, D. C,

1952, iv + 16 p., 26.0 cm. Price $0.15.

This guide is not meant to be either an exhaustive or historical compilation

but rather to assist a researcher or student to find the normal probability table

he needs in standard texts and other sources likely to be available to him. The

Guide is in two main portions. In the first, part I lists tables of segments of area

under the normal curve corresponding to the abscissa x of five kinds: from — x

to x, from 0 to x, exterior of the interval, ( — x, x), from ïto », and from — oo

to x. Part II contains list of tables inverse to those in part I, i.e., for given areas

of any of the five kinds, the corresponding x is tabulated. Each set of listings is

headed by a sketch of the area in question, the formula for it, and a key showing

a few illustrative tabled values. The .actual listings contain for each table: (i) the

number of decimals or significant figures, (ii) intervals and ranges of the argu-

ment, (iii) indication of the differences, derivatives, or proportional parts given,

and (iv) authorships, date, and page or table number. Part III gives descriptions

of appropriate interpolation methods and Part IV gives relationships between

some types of normal tables and other tabulated functions. The second main

portion is the bibliography of tables arranged by author and year for reference

from column (iv) of the listings in parts I and II. The arrangement and notation
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follows that in Chapter 15 of A. Fletcher, J. C. P. Miller, & L. Rosenhead, An

Index of Mathematical Tables, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1946 from which

much of the content is taken. This Guide will be very useful and should adequately

meet the ordinary needs of the researcher or student.

C. C. C.

74[K],—Biometrika, Editors, Editorial, "The normal probability function:

Tables of certain area-ordinate ratios and of their reciprocals," Biometrika,

v. 42, 1955, p. 217-222.

In distribution problems such as that of correlation between two continuous

variables when one is dichotomized or in the case of percentile points one fre-

quently is interested in the ratio between the area under the normal distribution

to the left or right of a given deviate and the corresponding ordinate. The tables

given in this editorial give values of the four ratios P/Z, Q/Z, Z/P and Z/Q for

X = 0(.01)3. Here

Z = ZiX) = -^Le-*2'2,
i2ir

Xx   i r°° i
-p= e-'*'2av,    Q = 1 - P = -p=

-oo V2x J*   V2ir
e-**'2av.

The ratios P/Z, Q/Z and Z/Q are tabled to 5D and those for Z/P to 5S.

These tables form useful companions for Table II, Tables for Statisticians and

Biometricians, Part II, which give the same four ratios for an argument of P

instead of X. Both tables will be included in the second volume of Biometrika

Tables for Statisticians.

C. F. Kossack
Purdue University

Lafayette, Ind.

75[K].—D. Teichroew, "Numerical Analysis Research unpublished statistical

tables," Amer. Stat. Assn., Jn., v. 50, 1955, p. 550-556.

This note describes tables connected with probability and statistics which

were computed at what is now Numerical Analysis Research, University of

California at Los Angeles. It is likely that many of these tables will not be pub-

lished, and most of them exist on punched cards. The tables are listed and indi-

vidually summarized under 5 categories :

I. Tables associated with the normal distribution.

Most of these tables are of functions useful in connection with computing

moments of order statistics.

II. Tables associated with the gamma distribution.

These are tables used in the computation of probability points of x2-

III. Tables associated with the i-distribution.

These are tables used in computation of probability points of /.

IV. Tables for selecting samples from certain distributions
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V. Miscellaneous tables.

1. Multinomial coefficients

2. Coefficients for curve fittings by Chebyshev polynomials

3. Tables for Probit Analysis with Poisson error models.

M. G. Natrella
Statistical Engineering Laboratory

National Bureau of Standards

Washington 25, D. C.

76p£].—A. A. Anis, "The variance of the maximum of partial sums of a finite

number of independent normal variâtes," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955, p. 96-101.

Let xi, x2, ■ • •, xn be independent standard normal variâtes, let Sr = xi

+ xi + • • • + xr and let Un = max {Si, Si, • • • Sn\- It was shown by Anis and

Lloyd [1] that £(I7») = zZKl r*¡*íÜ which is known to be [2VW - 1 + f (§)

+ 0(1/V^)]/V2~ir. In the present paper it is shown that £(£/„2) = (w + l)/2

+ Ern=i E i-i&fr - s + l)]-*/2ir. There is a table of £(!/„), E(U^) and a(Un)

to4Dfor« = 3(1)25.
Anis approximates the double sum by a double integral in order to write

E(Un) ~n — Vm(2 + >2)/ir to terms of order V». This formula, together

with that for E(Un) mentioned above, implies o-(U„) ~ V(x — 2)/ir\n —

[2 + V2 + 2f (î)]/2VT(ir - 2) which does not agree well with the tabled values.

Using another method, the reviewer finds V(w — 1)/1 + V(k — 2)/2 + - • •

+ Vl/w — 1 r*> irn/2 + f (J)"vw with the aid of which the double sum may be

evaluated. We get £(/7„2) ~ n + 2f (|)V«/x and hence find constant term 0 in

the expression for <r(Z7n). This is in agreement with the tabled values, which

exceed 0.60281 Vw by about 0.478/V«.
J. L. Hodges, Jr.

Univ. of California

Berkeley, California

1. A. A. Anis & E. H. Lloyd, "On the range of partial sums of a finite number of independent
normal variâtes", Biometrika, v. 40, 1953, p. 35-42.

77[K].—Joseph Berkson, "Estimate of the integrated normal curve by mini-

mum normit chi-square with particular reference to bio-assay," Amer. Stat.

Assn., Jn., v. 50, 1955, p. 529-549.

This article is the latest of a series of discussions of the relative merits of

various methods of estimating the parameters (a and ß) of the straight line

transform of the integrated normal curve, used to a great extent in bio-assay.

The work "normit" is coined to represent a normal deviate, i.e.,

Vi = normit P¿ = a + ßi,

where
1        fa+0xi

Pi = -= \ er^Hx,
V2x J-~

and Xi is a function of the dosage producing P¿ kills.
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The author favors the minimum normit x2 method over that of maximum

likelihood to estimate a and ß from a set of x¿ and pi (estimate of P¿). He sub-

stantiates this preference with the results of a sampling experiment consisting of

600 samples for each of four sets of P's, each set consisting of Pi (low dose),

P2 (mid dose) and P3 (high dose).

He considers both estimation of a for ß known and estimation of both a

and ß. In all cases the mean square error for the minimum normit x2 method was

less than for the maximum likelihood method.

Detailed computing procedures are presented for the minimum normit x2

method plus a numerical example. As an aid to computation, the following tables

have been prepared :

(1) Normits (x) to 5D for p = 0(.001)1.000.

(2) Normit weights (w = z2/pq), used in estimating and to 4D for

p = 0(.001) 1.000, where z is the ordinate of the normal curve for a given

p and q — 1 — p.

(3) Antinormits ip) to 5D for v = 0(.001)2.499, used to estimate P for a

v estimated from the regression line.

R. L. Anderson
North Carolina State College

Raleigh, N. C.

78[K].—Arthur Grad & Herbert Solomon, "Distribution of quadratic forms

and some applications," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 26, 1955, p. 464-477.

Tables I and II of this paper are probabilities PiQk < f) for k = 2, 3 and

t = .1 (.1)1 (.5)2(1)5 to 4S where Qk = zZi = i <i¿x¿2 and »< are normally and inde-

pendently distributed with zero mean and unit variance, zZ ai = 1, a¿ > 0- The

probabilities for k = 2 are given for ax — .5(.1).9, .95, .99, 1 and for k = 3 for

iai,a2)= (1/3,1/3), (.4, .3), (.4, .4), (.5, .3), (.6, .2), (.5, .4), (.6, .3), (.7, .2),
(.8, .1). Various approximations are investigated for accuracy. Use of the tables

is illustrated with several applications.

W. J. Dixon
University of California

Los Angeles, California

79[K].—G. S. Welsh, "A tabular method of obtaining tetrachoric r with median-

cut variables," Psychometrika, v. 20, 1955, p. 83-85.

A table is given for obtaining tetrachoric r when it is possible to make cuts at

the medians. The computing chart [1] is used to set up a table which can be used

if the proportion in the plus-plus cell is known. The table gives rtet to 3D, for

proportions to 3D.
J. R. Vatnsdal

State College of Washington

Pullman, Wash.

1. L. Chesere, M. Saffer, & L. L. Thurstone, Computing Diagrams for the Tetrachoric
Correlation Coefficient, University Chicago Bookstore, Chicago, 1933.
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80[K].—S. R. Broadbent, "Quantum hypotheses," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955,

p. 45-57.

The author considers populations consisting of normally distributed com-

ponents, particularly if the means of the components differ by a constant amount

or quantum, 25. The hypothesis that the means of the components are equally

spaced is called the quantum hypothesis. The problems treated are the estimation

of the quantum which determines the spacing of the modes, the estimate of the

scatter within each subdivision, and a test of the quantum hypothesis. Actually

the author tests the hypothesis of a rectangular distribution in a subdivision,

against the alternative of the quantum hypothesis. This test makes use of the

statistic s2/82 where s2 is the lumped variance. A table of the critical values of

s2/52 is given for sample sizes of n = 20(5)100(50)1000 to 4S for the 5%, 1%, and

.1% probability levels.

L. A. Aroian
Weapon Systems Laboratories

Hughes Aircraft Co.

Culver City, California

81 [K].—Gareth Horsnell, "The determination of single-sample schemes for

percentage defectives," Applied Stat., v. 3, 1954, p. 150-158.

In sampling a lot of unknown quality for attributes where each item may be

classified as "good" or "defective," it is possible to design a single sampling in-

spection plan which will accept practically all (say a = 95%) of the lots which

are of fraction defective pi, for example, and which will reject practically all lots

(say 1 — ß = 90%) which are of fraction defective piip2 > pi). The single

sampling inspection plan for attributes will be given by N, the number of items

to be drawn at random for the sample, and K the maximum number of allowable

defective items in the sample for which the lot will be accepted. In the case of

sampling binomial populations, this problem has been solved by Grubbs [1] for

the case a = .95 and ß = .10.

The present work by Horsnell covers the case of sampling Poisson populations,

i.e., percentage defective less than about 10, and gives some very useful tables for

several acceptance and rejection probability levels. In Horsnell's notation, P(a)

is the percentage defective for which the chance of acceptance of the lot is a and

Piß) is the percentage defective for which the chance of acceptance of the lot is ß.

IP iß) > Pia) and a > /3.] Horsnell gives tables for the Poisson case for a = .99

and a = .95 and ß = .1, .05, .01 which are tabulated usually to 4S in the form

K = 1(1)20 vs. A^P(.99),A^P(.95),P(.10)/P(.99),P(.05)/P(.99),P(.01)/P(.99),
P(.10)/P(.95), P(.05)/P(.95), P(.01)/P(.95) and A^P(.50).

Thus, one takes the ratio of the objectionable percentage defective P(/3) to

the acceptable percentage defective Pia) for a lot, looks up this ratio in Horsnell's

table for the selected a and ß and finds the required acceptance number K im-

mediately. The sample size N is then found by dividing the corresponding value

of NPia) to the K found by the acceptable percentage defective P(a).

The tables of the article can be used to obtain sufficient points to plot the

operating characteristic of the sampling inspection or the chance that a lot of a
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given percentage defective will pass the inspection scheme—and also for finding

confidence intervals for the true percentage defective of the lot for an observed

number of defectives in a sample of size N drawn at random from the lot.

F. E. Grubbs
Ballistic Research Laboratories

Aberdeen, Maryland

1. F. E. Grubbs, "On designing single sampling inspection plans," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 20,
1942, p. 242-246.

82[K].—S. H. Brooks, "The estimation of an optimum subsampling number,"

Amer. Stat. Assn., Jn., v. 50, 1955, p. 398-415.

This paper discusses the use of pilot samples to estimate the optimum sub-

sample size in two-stage sampling. For given ratios between the cost of sampling

and population variance in primary and secondary units, and assuming infinite

primary and secondary populations, the pilot design of minimum cost such that

the average efficiency of the final design relative to the use of the true optimum

will be 90%, is given in Table I for cost ratios <1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 100 and

variance ratios <§, 1(1)4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64. For cost ratios, 1, 2, 4, 8,

16, 32, 64, 100 and subsample size, 1(1)10, 12, 16, 25, 50, 100, Table III gives the
upper and lower limits to ID of the range of values of the variance ratio for which

the efficiency will exceed 90%.

These tables and the associated theory should be valuable in connection with

other uses of the basic two-factor nested design.

C. A. Bennett
Hanford Atomic Products Operation

General Electric Company

Richland, Washington

83 [KJ.—Solomon Kullback, "The Poisson distribution and its differences up

to the 6th order," 1947, vi + 100 p., 26.7 cm. Introduction in typescript; body

of table lithoprinted. No copies available but plates are available. Address

inquiries to Professor Solomon Kullback, George Washington University,

Washington, D. C.

These tables give values of the Poisson frequency function, ie~aax)/x\ to 7D

fora = 0(.001).01(.01).4and to6D fora = .5 (.1)15 (1)100 which are taken from
Molina [1]. In addition the first six ascending differences are given to the same

D for the same values of a. They were computed to facilitate the use of the Gram-

Charlier type B series which is briefly discussed and illustrated in the introduction.

c. c. c.
1. E. C. Molina, Poisson's Exponential Binomial Limit, D. van Nostrand Co., New York,

1945.

84[K].—M. A. Girshick, H. Rubin, & R. Sitgreaves, "Estimates of bounded

relative error in particle counting," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 26, 1955, p. 276-285.

This paper gives a method of estimating the parameter X in a Poisson distribu-

tion by gradually expanding the area (or time) observed until a fixed number M
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of events occur. If aM denotes the necessary area, and y a constant, then confidence

limits for X are ¿>/[(l + y)aM~] and b/Hl — y)aM~\ with confidence level

W(i-r)   xM~le~x
■- dx.

b,a+,)   (Af - 1)!

A preassigned bound on the percent error in estimating X is given by lOOy. For

Af (1 - 72)       1+7
fixed Af and y, the value b = b* =-log-maximizes a, and, for

2y 1 — y

fixed 7, Af may be chosen as the least integer so that by using b*, a is just larger

than a preassigned level of confidence.

Table I, using b = b*, gives values of a to 4D for M = 2(2)40, y = .01, .05,

.10, .20. Most of these tabled a turn out to be small. The largest, for Af = 40,

are .0503, .2479, .4733, .7988 corresponding to the four values of y. An approxi-

(i+5*)
mation formula is "V4Af I — + — y3 I — za where z« is the 100(1 + a)/2 per-

centile of the unit normal distribution. A listing for a = .90, .95, .99 and y = .05,

.10 shows this approximation as good for these cases as a more complicated one

which in turn checks with the tabled values for Af = 40.

Frank Massey
University of California

Los Angeles, California

8S[K].—Leo Katz, "Probability of indecomposability of a random mapping

function," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 26, 1955, p. 512-517.

Tables are given to 5D for the expression,

(N - 1) ! "ZÎ7*

iN - i) !   M=.0

lor i = 0, 1; N = 2(1)20(2)40(5)100. A formula is given for large N. These

quantities are the probabilities referred to in the title for i = 0 corresponding to

a general case and i = 1 to the "hollow" case defined in the article. They are

computed from values of P given in Molina's tables [1] by the formula,

iN - i)\eNPiN; N -i- l)/iN - i)N.

W. J. Dixon
University of California

Los Angeles, California

1. E. C. Molina, Poisson's Exponential Binomial Limit, D. van Nostrand Co., New York, 1945.

86[K].—P. G. Moore, "The properties of the mean square successive difference

in samples from various populations," Amer. Stat. Assn., Jn., v. 50, 1955,

p. 434-456.

Three estimators of the parent population variance (er2), based on samples of n,

are compared : the usual sample variance (s2) and two definitions based on sue-
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cessive differences,

52 = E ixi+i - XiY/in - 1),
i-l

m

V2 = zZ ixii — xa-i)2/2m,
i-l

where rf is only used for n = 2m.

The first four moments of each estimator are derived. The relative efficiencies

as estimators of a2 (for fixed mean) are tabulated to 2D for n = 5(5)25, oo and

various values of the kurtosis parameter, ßii— m/c*).

The bias of the estimators is studied when the population mean shifts ; only

s2 is seriously biased. Also the variance of s2 increases materially, the amount

being inversely proportional to ßi.

Since 82 has good properties for shifting populations, its distribution is studied.

This distribution is best approximated by a Type VI Pearson curve but is close

enough to a Type III (x2) for most purposes. Four types of parent populations

are considered to represent different values of ßi and the skewness parameter

0i(= Pi/v3): Normal (j3i = 0, ß2 = 3), Rectangular (ft = 0, ß2 = 1.8), Double

Exponential (ft = 0, ß2 = 6), and Type III (ßi = 1, ß2 = 6; ßi = f, ß2 = 4).

Exact and Type III and Type VI approximate distributions of 82/<r2 are considered

for n = 10(10)50, 75, 100. The following tabulations are given:

(1) Values of ßi and ßi to 4D

(2) Prob [(52/(72) < £] for selected £ to 5D for normal parent only

(3) Upper 5% points for 82/<r2 to 2D for normal parent only.

Values of ßi and ß2 of s2 and log s2 are also tabulated for normal (to 2D) and

Type III parent populations (to 4D). The log transformation is also advo-

cated for 82.

Four examples are given to illustrate the usefulness of 82 as an estimator of a2.

R. L. Anderson
North Carolina State College

Raleigh, N. C.

87[K].—E. S. Page, "Control chart with warning lines," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955,

p. 243-257.

First we consider four of Page's five rules, ¿i is the "ideal" process mean,

o- the (known) process standard deviation, N the (regular-interval) sample size,

x the sample mean.

Rule I. Choose k, n, N. Take samples of size N. Take action if any point (x)

falls outside the action lines iß ± ßia/yN) or if any k of the last n points falls

outside the warning lines in ± ßxr/vN, ß2 < ßi). Now consider a score x¿ assigned

to the i'th sample as follows: x,- = —a (if the sample point is within the warning

lines), =b (if the sample point is between the warning and action lines), =c (if

the sample point is outside the action lines) (a > 0, c > b > 0). This scoring

scheme leads naturally to Rule II.
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Rule  II.  Take  action  after  the  wth  sample  if  any  of  the  inequalities,
r

¿Z xn-i > hr+i, r — 0, 1, 2, • • ■ s, are satisfied, 5 and hr suitable constants.
i=0

Limiting 5 only by the number of samples taken since action was last taken

but requiring hr = h for all r, the following two restrictions on Rule I are readily

obtained (see text and references) : (1) k = 2 lor any n, or (2) k = n. We are led to

Rule III. Choose n, N. Take samples of N. Take action if 2 points in any

sequence of n fall between the warning and action lines or if any point falls outside

the action lines.

Rule IV. Choose n, N. Take samples of N. Take action if n consecutive points

fall .between the warning and action lines or if any point falls outside the ac-

tion lines.

For the case of a constant percentage of inspected output, Page suggests that

the average run length (the average number of units inspected before the scheme

requires action when the parameters remain constant) is a good criterion for

selecting an inspection scheme. Page derives and tables average run length to OD

applied to the mean of a normal population, known variance; for Rule 7F as

follows (the mean ß' = p ± X<r) :

(1) N m S,   n = 3, 4, Bi = 3.00(.125)3.25, B2 = 1.00(.25)2.00, X = .00(.02)1.8
(2) N = 10, n = 3,4,5i = 2.875(.125)3.25,P2 = 1.00(.25)2.00, X = .00(.02)1.0
(3) N = 15, n = 3,4, Pi = 2.75(.125)3.125, B2 = 1.00(.25)2.00, X = .00(.02)1.0
(4) AT = 20, n = 3,i,Bi = 2.75(.125)3.125, B2 = 1.00(.25)2.00, X = .00(.02)1.0.

Finally Rule V is : Choose n and N and take action if (i) any point falls outside

the action lines, or (ii) n consecutive points fall outside the warning lines, or (iii)

two out of any set of n consecutive points fall outside opposite warning lines.

For Rule V tables show the average run lengths to OD for Pi = 2.875 (.125)3.25

and Bi = 1.5(.25)2 for the two cases: p' = p + \a, a' = <r with X = 0(.2)1 and

ß> = M| a' = ko- with k = 1 (.25)2.25.
Harold Freeman

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

88[K].—Felix Ronge, "Die Verhältnisschätznung (ratio estimate) nach der

Methode des 'Veranderungsfaktors' und der 'additiven Veränderungsgrosse,' "

Mitteilungsblatt für Math. Stat., v. 6, 1954, p. 221-232.

In this paper the author introduces an additive adjustment method for esti-

mating the total of some population from a sample when information is available

from some previous period. Thus Yi* = XNiy — x), where Y* is the estimate

for the second period, X is the total for the population at the first period, N is

the number in the population, y is the mean of the sample for the second period,

and x is the mean of the same sample for the second period.

A comparison of the efficiency of this estimate with the standard ratio esti-

mates is made. This relative efficiency is found to depend upon the correlation, r,

between observations made on the two different occasions, the ratio, s, of the

standard deviations of individual observations, and the ratio, /, of the two means.

For small s and small / or for large s and large /, the additive adjustment method
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is found to be more efficient than the ratio estimate. Tables of the relative effi-

ciency to 4D for r = .6(.1).9, .95, 5 = .4(.2)2, and / = .6(.2)2.4 are given.

C. F. Kossack
Purdue University

Lafayette, Ind.

89[K].—J. E. Jackson & E. L. Ross, "Extended tables for use with the 'G' test

for means," Amer. Stat. Assn., Jn., v. 50, 1955, p. 416-433.

Define Gi, G2 as follows : Gi =\X — u\/R where X is the mean of a sample of

size mn, and R is the average range of m random non-overlapping subgroups of n ;

G2 = | Xi — X21 /R where the samples from which Xi, X2 are obtained are made

up of mi, m2 random non-overlapping subgroups respectively, of size n each and

R is the average range of the mi + m2 subgroups.

Table I contains percentage points of the distribution of Gi for significance

levels a = .10, .05 and .01 ; n = 2(l)15(2D);m = 1(1)15(2D). Table II contains
percentage points of the distribution of G2 lor percentage points a = .10, .05 and

.01; n = 2(l)15(2D);miandm2 = 1(1)15(2D).

Both tables were computed directly from Lord's tables of the percentage

points of u, [1] using indicated transformations. For certain values of m, not

included in the original tables, corresponding percentage points for u's were

obtained using the interpolation formula suggested by Lord.

The indicated tests are of the two-tail variety.

P.   N.  SOMERVILLE
Statistical Engineering Laboratory

National Bureau of Standards

Washington 25, D. C.

1. E. Lord, "The use of range in place of standard deviation in the t test," Biomelrika, v. 34,
1947, p. 41-67.

90[K].—H. F. Dingman, "A computing chart for the point biserial correlation

coefficient," Psychometrika, v. 19, 1954, p. 257-259.

A computing chart is given for quick estimation of a point biserial correlation

coefficient when a normally distributed continuous variable is artificially di-

chotomized at the median. Use is made of [1] and [2] to make a chart which is

claimed to have an accuracy to ID.

J. R. Vatnsdal
State College of Washington

Pullman, Wash.

1. L. Chesire, M. Saffir, & L. L. Thurstone, Computing Diagrams for the Tetrachoric
Correlation Coefficient, University of Chicago Bookstore, Chicago, 1933.

2. W. B. Michael, N. C. Perry, & J. P. Guilford, "The estimation of a point biserial coeffi-
cient of correlation from a phi coefficient," Brit. Jn. Psych., Stat. Sec. 1952, v. 5, p. 139-150.

91 [K].—R. F. Täte, "The theory of correlation between two continuous vari-

ables when one is dichotomized," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955, p. 205-216.

Karl Pearson's biserial correlation coefficient r* is shown to be consistent and

asymptotically normal as an estimate of p, the bivariate normal correlation. If «

is the (standardized) point of dichotomy, and piw) =   I     (2x)_ie~'!/2¿í, the dis-
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tribution of r* depends upon p and p. Soper [1] obtained the asymptotic variance,

If  4j     ,[>g"2   ,    (2»-l)«o       ,/9],^l
A V(r*) = -

n

which is a function of p and p only, X being the normal density with argument w.

Table 2 gives {nA F(r*)}i, the square root of the expression in curly brackets

above, to 3D (3 and 4S) for ± p = 0(.10)1 and p or (1 - p) = .05(.05).5.
Leo Katz

Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

1. H. E. Soper, "On the probable error for the biserial expression for the correlation coeffi-
cient," Biometrika, v. 10, 1913, p. 384-390.

92[K].—J. L. Hodges, Jr., "A bivariate sign test," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 26,

1955, p. 523-527.

Consider n pairs of bivariate vectors (x¿, y/) and (x/, y/), i = 1, •••,«. The

2n vectors of this set are assumed to be statistically independent. The null hy-

pothesis is that the bivariate distribution for (x„ y/) is identical with that of

(x/,y/) for i = 1, • • -, n. The alternative hypothesis of interest is that the

probability distribution for (x/, y/) has been shifted relative to that for (x<, y¿)

and that this unknown shift direction is roughly the same for all i. For given shift

direction, the problem reduces to the sign test by projecting the vectors of

differences (x; — x/, yi — y/) onto the given direction and counting the number S

of these vectors which have a specified one of the two possible direction senses.

Consider all possible shift directions and let Af be the maximum of the correspond-

ing 5 values. The null hypothesis is rejected if M is too large. A procedure is given

for determining M lor all possible cases. The quantity K = n — M is used for

the derivations and tabulation. For k < n/3,

Pr (K < k) = (n - 2k ) (1)/-
The table in this article lists values of Pr (K < k) to 5D for n = 1(1)30 and

k < n/3.
J. E. Walsh

Military Operations Research Division

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

Burbank, California

93[K].—D. R. Cox & A. Stuart, "Some quick sign tests for trend in location

and dispersion," Biometrika, v. 42, 1955, p. 80-95.

In a linear regression model with y,- = a + Ai + «¿, (i = 1, 2, • • -, A7), the «,-

are independent standardized normal variâtes. The null hypothesis, A = 0, is to

be tested against alternatives A > 0, using a (quick) test based on comparisons

of independent pairs of the observations. It is shown that the best weighted sign

test is given by Si = zZk'-i (N — 2K + !)&*, n-k+i, and the best unweighted sign
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2N
test is given by 53 = zZk=i hie, ~i—h K where, for i < j, ha = 1 ify,- > y^and

ó

ha = 0 otherwise. Since the asymptotic efficiency of 53 relative to Si is 96%,

the authors recommend use of 53. It is also established that the asymptotic rela-

tive efficiency of S3 compared to the best parametric test based on b, the sample

regression coefficient, is 83%.

Table 3 gives the exact power of 53 to 3D for sample sizes N = 15(15)135,

significance level the largest value <.05, and alternatives given by p = .50, .49,

/ - V2AA \
.45(.05).05, where p = $ I- ), the unit normal c.d.f. The values of p are

identified as the true significance level a, and the rows a, b, • • •, j, give powers

for the various A's used. Table 4 gives the exact power of the b test to the same

accuracy for the same alternatives. Table 3 also shows, in parentheses, the values

of the corresponding standardized regression coefficient, A, to 4D. The smallest

ratio of powers tabulated is 50.3%, for N = 30, p = .25 and A = .0477.

Leo Katz
Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

94[K].—Evelyn Fix & J. L. Hodges, Jr., "Significance probabilities of the

Wilcoxon test," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 26, 1955, p. 301-312.

The problem considered is that of obtaining significance probabilities for

the Wilcoxon unpaired two-sample test [1]. Let m < n be positive integers

while Ri < R2 < ■ ■ ■ < Rm represent a random sample of size m drawn with-

out replacement from the first m + n positive integers. Let Si = Rt — i and

U = Si + • • • + Sm while ir(u, m, n) = Pr (U < u). The value of w(u, m, n) can

be expressed in the form A (u, m, n) I ( ) , where

A(u, m, n) = zZ i~ 1)*.A*[« — kn — \k(k + 1), m — k~\

and the summation is over all non-negative values of the integer k lor which

u — kn — \k(k -f- 1) is non-negative. Table I contains exact values of Ao(u, m)

for m < 12 and u < 100 while Table II contains exact values of A2(u, m) for

m < 11 and u < 75. In general, Ak(u, m) for any k can be found from

Ak(u, m) = zZ Ak-i(u — rk, m)

where summation is over all non-negative integers r such that u — rk is non-

negative. To extend the range of validity past m < 12 and u < 100, the Edge-

worth approximation to t(m, m, n) is given to terms of order 1/m2. This approxi-

mation appears to be accurate to about 4D for m > 12.

J. E. Walsh
Military Operations Research Division

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

Burbank, California

1. F. Wilcoxon, "Individual comparisons by ranking methods," Biometrica, v. 1, 1945, p.
80-83.
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95[K].—Des Raj, "Relative efficiency of gauging and exact measurement in

estimating the proportion of a population between given limits," Sankhya,

v. 15, 1955, p. 191-196.

Suppose that we want to estimate the proportion, P, of a population falling

in the interval (a, b). The author compares the large sample relative efficiency of

two methods for estimating this proportion ; one method consisting of measuring

each item in the sample, the other method consisting of using go-not go gauges

set at the values a and b. Tables for the proportion P and the efficiency are given

for the Type III, Cauchy, and normal distributions, for the case where a and b

are symmetrically located about the mean of the distribution, and for the one-

sided case where b = <*>. In the normal case efficiencies are tabulated to 3D for

those values a = p — \a for which X = 0(.05)3.00.

Benjamin Epstein
Stanford University

Stanford, California

96[K].—R. E. Greenwood, "Coupon collector's test for random digits,"

Af TAC, v. 9, 1955, p. 1-5.

In an ordered set of digits beginning with a specified position one may deter-

mine the length of the sequence of digits required in order to have the complete

set 0, 1, • • -, 9 appear in it. The author proposes that the comparison of the

observed lengths of non-overlapping sequences with the theoretical distribution

of such lengths, on the assumption that the probability that any one of the ten

values be assumed by any digit is 1/10, be used as a test of randomness in

the ordered set. If pn is the probability that a sequence have the length n,

tfQn-1
pn = -—-, n = 10, 11, • • •. In order to tabulate values of pn, the author ex-

tended the table of differences of zero of Fisher and Yates [1]. His table is claimed

to give exact values of pn lor n = 10(1)35 and values to 20D for n = 36(1)75.

A check through n = 26 disclosed one error, apparently typographical. For

n = 13, pn should read 0.0080 8315 2 instead of 0.0080 9315 2. This correction
was noted with an obvious misprint, MTAC, v. 9, p. 224. This coupon collector's

test is illustrated on the 2035D approximation to ir and the 2500S approximation

to e. A x2 test, using grouped frequencies, gave no indication of non-randomness

in these two interesting ordered sets.

c. c. c.
1. R. A. Fisher & F. Yates, Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research,

3rd edition, London, 1948, Table XXII.

97[K].—G. W. Thompson, "Bounds for the ratio of range to standard deviation,"

Biometrika, v. 42, 1955, p. 268-269.

This table gives upper and lower bounds (distribution free) for the ratio of

the range w to standard deviation estimate s, both from the same sample of size n.

It can be shown that the upper bound of w/s is v2(w — 1) and the lower bound

of w/s is 2"V« — \/n for n even and 2^n/n + 1 for n odd.

A table is given for n = 3(1)20(10)100,150, 200, 500,1000, to 3D. For samples
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of size 3 from a normal population, a table of upper and lower percentage points

of w/s is given for percentages 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0, to 5D.

These can be used for routine checks of computation of 5.

J. R. Vatnsdal
State College of Washington

Pullman, Washington

98[K].—T. J. Terpstra, "A non-parametric test for the problem of k samples,"

K. Ned. Akad. v. Wetensch., Proc, v. 57, s. A., 1954, p. 505-512.

Let Xi, • • ■ ,Xk be independent random variables and let 77o be the hy-

pothesis that all the Xi have the same continuous distribution function. Let

Xi,h(h = 1, •••,«) be a set of «< observations on Xi(i — 1, ■ ■ ■, k). For i ¿¿ j, let

Un + \ninj equal the number of times that *'<,* > x¡,m(h < nt,m < nj), while

Uu = 0. Finally,
U2- 12 1

M nirij      n + 1   i ni    i

where n = zZ w¿- Let m» = a.-m + 0(Vm), where a< and m are positive integers,

a¡ being independent of m. It is shown that, under 770 and for large m, the sta-

tistic Q has approximately a x2-distribution with k(k — l)/2 d.f. Further, in Table

1 the exact distribution of Q to 4D is given for k = 3, ni < n2 < nz < 3, while

Table 2 gives the corresponding upper and lower .10, .05, and .01 significance

levels also to 4D. In Table 3, for «i = n2 = n¡ — 3, the exact distribution of Q

Í6 compared with the limiting x32-distribution, indicating that for w< > 3 the

X2-approximation is quite satisfactory.

J. H. B. Kemperman
Purdue University

Lafayette, Ind.

99[K].—M. Zia ud-Din, "Expression of the A"-statistics ko and &io in terms of

power sums and sample moments," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 25, 1954, p. 800-803.

To the ¿-statistics of Fisher expressed in terms of the power sums of the

observations in a sample of n which had been given through weight 8 by Dressel

[1], the author adds k3 and ¿i0.

C. C. C.

1. Paul L. Dressel, "Statistical Semi-invariants and their estimates with particular emphasis
on their relation to algebraic invariants," Ann. Math. Stat., v. 11, 1940, p. 33-57.

100[K, W].—D. R. Cox, "A table for predicting the production from a group

under the care of one operative," Roy. Stat. Soc, Jn., ser. B, v. 16, 1954,

p. 285-287.

For the case of N machines under the care of a single operator, assuming

random occurrence of stoppages and an exponential distribution of clearing times,

the expected fraction of the operator's time utilized is tabulated to 3D for

x = .005(.001).01(.01).12 and Nx = .1(4)1.9 (also A^x = .85(0.1)1.15 for
x < 0.04), where x is the product of the mean clearing time and mean ratio of
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occurrence of stops. This table essentially extends Tables 3 and 4 of Benson and

Cox [1] to larger N. A simple relation enables one to compute the expected pro-

duction rate per machine.

C. A. Bennett
Hanford Atomic Products Operation

General Electric Company

Richland, Washington

1. F. Benson & D. R. Cox, "The productivity of machine requiring attention at random
intervals," Roy. Stat. Soc., Jn., ser B, v. 13, 1951, p. 65-82.

101 [L].—National Physical Laboratory, Tables of Weber Parabolic Cylinder

Functions. Computed by Scientific Computing Service Limited, Mathematical

Introduction by J. C. P. Miller, Editor. H. M. Stationery Office, London,

1955, 233 p., 28 cm. Available from British Information Services, 30 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York 20, New York.    Price $11.34.

This book offers much more than the title seems to promise. More than one

third of the book is taken up by a mathematical introduction containing all the

information needed, by a computer, on Weber's differential equation and its

various solutions. The remaining part of the book contains the numerical tables.

Weber's differential equation is written in the alternative forms

d2y
(1) ^ - (fx2 + a)y = 0

d2y
(2) -¿ + (ix2 - a)y = 0.

In terms of the parabolic cylinder function D„(z), and of the function

[4ieTaT ih + ia) ~|*
rfi ,        D^i^ixe-^)r(f — ia)    J

relevant solutions of (1), for real a, may be defined as

i/(a, x) = 7?_a_j(x), Uia, x) = tan waUia, x) + sec iral/ia, —x)

Via, x) = Üia, x)/r(i - a),    Via, x) = [/(a, x)/r(| - a),

and relevant solutions of (2), for real a, as

Wia, x) = k* Re £(a, x),    IF (a, -x) = k~* Im P. (a, x),

where

k = Vl + e2™ - e™.

These solutions have been selected as being most suitable for numerical tabulation.

The mathematical introduction by J. C. P. Miller contains power series ex-

pansions ; asymptotic expansions (i) for large |x|, (ii) for large \a\, (iii) for |a\

and |x| both large; integral representations; relations with Bessel functions and

other special functions ; a very extensive collection of formulas ; a description of
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the tables together with an account of their preparation and instructions for

interpolation; and a bibliography of previous tables and researches connected

with parabolic cylinder functions. Both differential equations, (1) and (2), are

included in this discussion. In the course of the work certain slowly varying

auxiliary functions are introduced for computational purposes.

The numerical part contains tables relating to solutions of (2). Certain

numerical tables of solutions of (1), especially for integer values of 2a, are avail-

able but on the whole a systematical tabulation of solutions of (1) has not as yet

been undertaken.

Almost all computations were carried out by Scientific Computing Service,

Ltd., and were supervised by J. C. P. Miller who was supported in this task by

the late L. J. Comrie, and by C. W. Jones. The Mathematics Division of the

National Physical Laboratory cooperated in the production of the volume.

Table I gives Wia, x), IF(a, —x) and reduced derivatives for a = —10(1)10,

x = 0(.1)10. W is generally given to 8S, and as many reduced derivatives are

given as can be used effectively in interpolation in the x direction. The a-interval

is too large to permit interpolation in the a direction.

Table II gives auxiliary functions in the non-oscillatory region, log Wia, ±x)

and the first derivatives of these functions are given to 8S with second and fourth

(or modified second) central differences for a = 1(1)10, x = 0(.l)2\a.

Table III gives auxiliary functions in the oscillatory region: these are defined

by the equations

£(a, x) = Fe**,   dEia, x)/dx = - Ge*,

F, G, x, ^ real. 8S values of F, G, x, ^, with differences as in Table II, are given

for a = -10(1)2, x = 0(.1)10 and a = 3(1)10, x = 2^(.1)10.
Tables IV to VI give auxiliary constants: e±ra, ¿±*, 1 — £±} for a = 0(.1)10;

(S— lora = 0(.001).l; Wia, 0) and Wia, 0) lora = 0(.02)1 (.1)5(.2)20; real and
imaginary parts of log T(«/4 + ia/2) for n = 0(1)3, a = 0(.1)5(.2)20.

This book is a model of presentation. It contains all the material needed by

the computer, and its arrangement is admirable. The printing is excellent.

A. Erdélyi
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

102[L].—M. Schüler & H. Gebelein, (a) Acht- und neunstellige Tabellen zu den

elliptischen Funktionen iEight and Nine Place Tables of Elliptical Functions),

Springer, Berlin, 1955, xxiv + 296 p., 26.7 cm. Price DM 58, (b) Fünfstellige
Tabellen zu den elliptischen Funktionen iFive Place Tables of Elliptical Func-

tions), same publishers, 1955, xi + 114 p., 23.8 cm. Price DM 29.60.

Both these volumes contain tables of Jacobian elliptic functions and theta

functions, or related auxiliary functions, on a new system. The novelty lies chiefly

in the arguments. As modular argument, instead of the usual modular angle (here

called 0) or of k2 = sin2 0, use is made of Jacobi's nome q (or of q3 or g4). As the

other argument, instead of the usual argument u of the Jacobian elliptic functions

or of the argument x = iru/2K often used for the theta functions, the authors
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make use of z = cos 2x = cos iicu/K). The aim of the new system is ease of

bivariate interpolation. This aim has been notably achieved, and the tables

promise to be useful when interpolation in both arguments is unavoidable ; such

interpolation is sometimes avoidable when 0 or k2 is a natural argument in the

problem to which elliptic functions are being applied.

The authors consider that the advantages of their system would be lost if

ordinary bivariate interpolation were used. Their bivariate tables are meant to

be interpolated first in one variable and then in the other, either way round

according to circumstances. Consequently these tables are given twice over, first

arranged with q (or q3 or g4) as top argument and z as left argument, with differ-

ences in z, and then vice versa.

In the detailed descriptions which follow, the first-mentioned argument in

bivariate tables is the top argument, and differences relate to the second-men-

tioned (left) argument. All logarithms are to the base 10. The functions G, H,

G, H used by the authors are related to ordinary theta functions by the equations

i?i(x) = 2o*sinx<5   Mx) = B

G =1 - q2G H = 1+qH.

The detailed contents of (a) are :

Table I. G(g4, z) to 9D with A2 for g4 = .001 (.001).1, z = -1(.05) + 1. Also
g to 7D and 0 to O'.OOOl, both without differences, for the same g4.

Table II. G(g4, z) to 9D with A for z = -1(.05) + 1, g4 = 0(.001).l. Also 0
and g again.

Table III. i7(g3, 3) to 9D with A2 for g3 = .002(.002).176, z = -1(.05) + 1.
Also g to 7D and 0 to O'.OOOl, both without differences for the same g3.

Table IV. 7i(g3, z) to 9D with A for z = -1(.05) + 1, g3 = 0(.002).176. Also
© and 2 again.

Table V. log (sn u/sin x), log (en u/cos x), log dn u to 8D with A for

q = .01(.01).55, z = -1(.05) + 1. Also -logeos 0 to 8D, 0 to O'.Ol, and K,
K/E to 8D, all without differences, for the same q.

Table VI. log (sn w/sin x), log (en u/cosx), logdnw to 8D with A for

z = -1(.05) + 1, g = 0(.01).55. Also -logeos 0 to 8D and © to O'.Ol, both
without differences, and K, K/E to 8D with A, all for the same q.

Table VII. 1/(1 - q), K, K/E, all to 8D with A for -log k' = -log cos 0
= 0(.005)3. The values of K and E lor —log k' > 0.5 were obtained from a table

by E. L. Kaplan [1].

The detailed contents of (b) are :

Table I. log (sn u/sin x), log (cm u/cos x), log dn u to 5D with A or A2 (the sec-

ond difference being modified when italicized) for g = .01 (.01).5, z = — 1 (.1) + 1.

Also 0 to O'.Ol without differences for the same g.

Table II. log (sn u/sin x), log (en u/cos x), log dn u to 5D with A or A2 for

z = -l(.l) + 1, g = 0(.01).5. Also 0 to O'.Ol and -log cos 0, K, K/E to 5D,
all without differences for the same g.

Pa«e777.G(g,z),7?(g,z)to5DwithAorA2forg = .01(.01).5,z = -1(.1) + 1.
Also 0 to O'.Ol without differences for the same g.
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Table IV. G(q, z), H(q, z) to 5D with A2 for z = -l(.l) + 1, g = 0(.01).5.
Table V. 1/(1 - g), K, K/E to 5D with A, and © to O'.Ol without differences,

all for -log*' = -logeos 0 = O(.01)2.5.

Table VI. Coefficients of second differences for Everett interpolation of both

function and first derivative, both to 4D with A for fraction of interval = 0(.01)1.

Both volumes have explanatory text in German and English with worked

examples and illustrative diagrams.

A. F.

1. E. L. Kaplan, "Auxiliary table of complete elliptic integrals," J. Math. Phys., v. 25, 1946,
p. 26-36, RMT 311, MTAC v. 2, 1946-7, p. 127-128.

103[L].—F. G. Tricomi, "Valori numerici di funzioni ortogonali di Laguerre,"

Atti. R. Ace. Sc. Torino, v. 90, 1955-1956, p. 1-8.

This is a revision and extension of the author's earlier table [1] which was
n   /n\ (_x)m

reproduced in Jahnke-Emde [2]. It gives ln(x) = e~KL„(x) = e~iz zZ \     I-;—
m_o \m/     ml

to 6S for n = 0(1)10, x = 0.1 (.1)1 (.25)6(1)14(2)34. The range was chosen so as

to include all zeros of all the functions. The present table was prepared on a desk

calculator. The computations were carried out to 8S using the recurrence relation,

(n -f- l)ln+i = (2m + 1 — x)ln — nln-i- This method is known to be dangerous

due to the building up of rounding-off errors, so that thorough checking is essential.

Consider £„(x) = n\Ln(x) = ¿Z \     I   (n — m)\(—x)n.  This   has   integral

values for integral arguments, and these can be calculated exactly by the use of

the recurrence relation

£„+1 = (2m + 1 - x)£„ - m2£„_i.

From these the corresponding values of ln(x) were obtained by multiplication by

e~ix/n !. The other values tabulated were obtained by use of an addition formula [3]

ln(x + h)   =   lln(h)   -  ln-l(h)Jo(x)   +  Un-lQl)   ~  ln-2(h)~\ll(x)   +   ■ • •
+   lh(h)   -  lo(h)Jn-l(x)   +  k(h)ln(x),

and a bisection formula [3]

ln(hx)   =   ¿*2- [/„(*)   +   (")   /1(X)   +   (")   ll(x)+   ■■■   +   (")   /n(x)] .

The table was compared with that of L. J. Slater [4], where the arguments

coincided. After multiplication by the appropriate exponential there was agree-

ment, up to 1 or 2 units in the last place, except for 6 values. Dr. Slater informed

Professor Tricomi that his values were correct ; they are

Lo (5) = -2.090 278, L7 (5) = 0.325 397,

7,8 (3.5) = -1.252 437, L9 (3.5) = -0.584 567,

Lio(3.5) =     0.221 114,    Li0(3)     = -0.700 022.
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Dr. Slater informed the reviewer that errors were possible whenever a different

routine was used for the calculation when scaling difficulties arose : this routine

came into action at x > 4.1, 3.4, 2.8, 2.4, 2.1, 1.9 for n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

respectively.

J-T.
1. F. G. Tricomi, "Generalizzazione di una formula asintotica sui polinomi di Laguerre e sue

applicazioni," Accad. delle Scienze di Torino, Cl. d. sei. fis., mat., e nat., Alii, v. 76, 1941, p.
281-316.

2. E. Jahnke & F. Emde, Tafeln höherer Funktionen, ed. 4, Teubner, Leipzig, 1948, p. 32-33.
3. F. G. Tricomi, Vorlesungen über Orthogonalreihen, Springer, Berlin, 1955, p. 218.
4. Lucy J. Slater, "A short table of the Laguerre polynomials," Inst. Elec. Engineers,

Monograph 136, 1955. To be republished in Inst. Elec. Engineers, Proc, Part C. [See MTAC,
v. 10, 1956, p. 174-175, which contains further bibliographical material.]

104[L].—NBS Applied Mathematics Series, No. 37, Tables of Functions and of

Zeros of Functions, U. S. Gov. Printing Office, Washington, D. C, 1954,

ix + 211 p., 30 cm. Price $2.25.

This is the first of a series of volumes, to be called Collected Short Tables of the

National Bureau of Standards Computation Laboratory, and to contain some tables

previously printed elsewhere as well as certain tables, hitherto unpublished, which

have been found useful in the operation of the Computation Laboratory.

In the present volume 18 tables are given. Of these, 15 have either been pub-

lished or reviewed in MTAC; the remaining three have not been previously

published. All tables are reproduced by a photo-offset process, and in the case of

published tables the explanatory text is also reproduced. In addition, there is an

Introduction by A. N. Lowan to all 18 tables, giving, in some cases, additional

references.

1. On the function 77(m, a, x). See MTAC 1, 1944, RMT 135, p. 156.

2. Table of the integrals   \    Joit)dt and   \    Yoit)dt. See MTAC 1, 1944,
Jo Jo

RMT 133, p. 154.
3. Table of Jioix) and related functions. See MTAC 1,1944, RMT 134, p. 155.
4. Table of /„(x). See MTAC 1, 1945, RMT 181, p. 363-364.
5. The function £n(x). See MTAC 2, 1947, RMT 392, p. 272.
6. Table of the Struve functions. See MTAC 2, 1947, RMT 387, p. 268-269.
7. Table of Fourier coefficients. See MTAC 1, 1944, RMT 157, p. 192-193.
8. Table of sines and cosines. Gives sin x and cos x for x = 100(1)1000 to 8D

(guaranteed to within a unit in the last place). This supplements the tables in

NBS AMS 43.
9. Radix tables for finding logarithms to 25 decimal places, by Herbert E.

Salzer. Gives 28D values of log„x for x = 2(1)10, and loge (1 ± 10~") for

m = 1(1)14, together with instructions for using this brief table for the computa-

tion of logarithms.

10. Table of xn/n\ for x = .01 (.01)1.99 to 13D for n taken up to the point

where xn/n\ vanishes to 13D, and also for x = 1(1)10, n = 1(1)40 to 8S. (Both

tables are guaranteed to within one unit in the last place.)

11. Zeros of Legendre polynomials. See MTAC 1, 1943, RMT 92, p. 51-52.
12. Zeros and weight factors of Laguerre polynomials. See MTAC 4, 1950,

RMT 737, p. 86.
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13. A short table of series .... See MTAC 2, 1946, RMT 263, p. 37-38.
14. Zeros of certain Bessel functions. See MTAC 1, 1945, p. 353-354.

15. More zeros of certain Bessel functions. See MTAC 2, 1946, p. 118-119.

16. Zeros of the derivative of Bessel functions. See MTAC 7, 1953, p. 69-71.

17. Complex zeros. See MTAC 3, 1949, p. 351-352.
18. Roots of sin z = z. See MTAC 1, 1944, Review 50, p. 141.

A. Erdélyi
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, California

105[L, M, S].—A. Ashour & A. Sabri,  "Tabulation of the function iA(0)

= i;=1^," MTAC, v. 10, 1956, p. 57-65.
M2

This article contains a table of the function zZZ=i sin nd/n2, 0 = 0° (10') 180°,

6D, with first differences. It is prefaced by an interesting introduction which

describes the functional properties and the method of computation. This series is

of particular interest from the point of view of numerical analysis. The reader

might contemplate the difficulties he must face in evaluating this series to the

accuracy given in the table by straightforward summation on the most modern

high-speed computer. The authors avoided these difficulties by working with the

integral representation

tie) m ipiO, 0) = -   I    log (2 sin \t)dt

to first obtain the values from 0 = \-k to w by numerical quadrature. Thus the

logarithmic singularity at / = 0 was avoided by making use of the relation

!A(0> 2*" + 0) = — ^(Jtt + 0, it). In the range t = \ir to t = w the integrand is

continuous and, working with an interval of 10', the trapezoidal rule, corrected

to take account of the first derivative, gave satisfactory results. The values of

the integrand logio sin \t and its derivative were available from existing tables.

The values from 0 = 0 to 0 = %ir were obtained with the functional equation

$(6) = ip(ir - 0) + \4>(26). The function is tabulated for 0 = 0°(10')180° to six

places, since they were all readily obtainable as a result of the method of compu-

tation. Although the table is not linearly interpolable near the beginning of the

table, first differences are given throughout. Since

»o     /_\n—l ffln+1

+ i* - 0) = 0 log, 2 - 22 ^-¡— Bin(22" - 1) ,
„_i   (2w)! 2m (2m + 1)

we have \¡/(6) <-»> (» — $) log„ 2 near 0 = t and so the tables could have been at

intervals of 20' rather than 10' from 150°-180° and still satisfy the criterion for

linear interpolation. As a check on the tables the sixth differences were computed

for successive groups of seven entries using the last value of one group as the first

value of the next. The results indicate that the values are probably correct to

within a unit in the last place given. The given first differences were checked by

summation and it was found that the first difference for 0 = 179° 40' should be

-2017, not -201Ö.
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The tables could have been reduced in size considerably if standard practice

were followed. For example in the neighborhood 0 = 0° the authors give the

representation
«     (_\n—1 fl2n+1

i(e) = - 0iog|0| + 0+ zZ Vrr-5*»;
„fi   (2m)!     "2n(2n + l)

The presence of the logarithmic singularity makes interpolation unfeasible near

0 = 0°. However, if the auxiliary function $ = ^ (0) + 0 log 10 | were given we

would obtain (using the tabular entries)

0 $

0° .000000
Io .017453

2° .034908

3° .052362
4° .069818
5° .087276

The resulting table is linear and the 31 entries given in the table could be replaced

by the six entries above. The values of ^(0) could be given to make a total of 12

entries instead of 31. The values of 0 log 101 can be obtained with the aid of a table

of logarithms.

For the remainder of the table if a criterion for interpolation with modified

second differences using Everett's formula had been adopted the following

intervals would have been sufficient

0 Interval No. of arguments

5°-10° 30'                                      10
10°-30° Io                                     20

30°-90° 2°                                     30
90°-180° 5°                                      18

Thus the total number of arguments necessary to provide the same informa-

tion would be 84, with 90 functional values and their corresponding modified

second differences. The resulting table would require less than one page rather

than the six pages as given.

It may be argued by some that the ideas mentioned above are given from the

point of view of the table maker and table users would prefer the table in its

present form, long as it is. However, the appearance of this table and one or two

others in earlier issues indicates a change in editorial policy of MTAC. Previously

only short tables of unusual interest were given in MTAC. It is the opinion of the

reviewer that this policy should be continued and consequently every device

leading to economization in the size of tables appearing in MTAC should be

employed. This will avoid the possibility that there be a slack in articles on

numerical analysis, bibliographic information, reviews, etc. It is clear that the

editors are trying to fill a need in providing a place where tables can be published—

a need which was indicated at the Conference on Mathematical Tables held at

MIT in September, 1954 (see MTAC 9, 1955, p. 42-44). However, it is question-
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able whether MTA C should be used for this purpose—it would seem that tables

might be better published in a supplementary issue or perhaps a new journal be

started for this purpose.

This function had been tabulated for much coarser interval by T. Clausen [1]

and Clausen's table is reprinted in [2].

A. Abramowitz
National Bureau of Standards

Computation Laboratory

1. T. Clausen, "Über die Zerlegung reeller gebrochener Funktionen," /./. d. reine u. angew.
Math. (Crelle), v. 8, 1832, p. 298-300.

2. F. W. Newman, The Higher Trigonometry, McMillan and Bowes, Cambridge, 1892.

106[L].—J. R. Philip, "Numerical solution of equations of the diffusion type

with diffusivity concentration-dependent," Commonwealth Scientific and

Industrial Research Organization, Faraday Soc, Trans., No. 391, v. 51, part 7,

1955, p. 885-892.

This table contains a table of the function A (x) for x = 0(.2)1 (.5)4(1)10, 3D.

The function A (x) = ierfc (x/erfcx). The calculation of the value of the func-

tion was based on an alternate exponential of the function and the use of tables

in [1]. An asymptotic expansion for A (x) is included.

Then a tabulated function is introduced in connection with an iterative

method for the solution of a diffusion equation of the type

dt       dx \     dx /

where D is a function of 0.

C. B. T.

1. L. J. Comrie, Chambers' s Six-Figure Mathematical Tables, v. 2, Chambers, London, 1959,

p. 518.

107[M].—A. Erdélyi, W. Magnus, F. Oberhettinger, & F. G. Tricomi,

Tables of Integral Transforms, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,

Toronto, London, v. 1, 1954, xx + 391 p. Price $7.50; v. 2, 1954, xvi + 451 p.

Price $8.00.

This work is unique in more than one respect. It is the first extensive collection

of functional relations involving integrals of all those functions which may be

called hypergeometric in the widest possible sense. There are integrals containing

Gauss' series, its familiar special cases (such as Legendre functions, Jacobi poly-

nomials and the complete elliptic integrals), its limiting cases (such as Bessel

and Whittaker functions), and many of its generalizations (among them Meijer's

G-function and Appell's and Horn's hypergeometric functions of two variables).

There are also integrals involving Theta functions. There are no integrals with

Mathieu or Spheroidal wave functions, and no systematic attempt is made to

list integrals involving elementary functions only. (For the latter the authors

rightly refer to the recent excellent tables by W. Meyer zur Capellen and by

W. Gröbner and N. Hofreiter.)
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Unique, too, is the organization of the tables. If possible, the integrals are

listed as integral transforms. This means that they are written in the form

giy) = £K(x,y)f(x)dx,

where the kernel K and the limits a and b are standardized. The following trans-

forms have been considered (in order to adhere to conventional notations, other

letters than x and y are occasionally used) :

No. of

Name of transform K (x, y) a b pages

Fourier cosine cos (xy) 0 °° 56

Fourier sine sin (xy) 0 °° 54

Exponential Fourier e~ixy — oo oo 8

Laplace erxy 0 œ 98

Inverse Laplace exy c — *«o        c     i<*>        75

Mellin x*-1 0 oo 33

Inverse Mellin y~x c — ¿oo        c      ¿oo        26

Hankel /„ (xy) (xy)* 0 oo 88

F-transform Yv(xy)(xy)i 0 oo 25

Jü-transform K,(xy)(xy)i 0 oo 29

H-transform Hv(xy)(xy)J 0 <» 16

Kontorovich-Lebedev KiX(y) 0 <x> 3

Riemann-Liouville fractional 1

integral T(p)
(y - x)"-1 0 y 16

Weyl fractional integral (x — y)*1-1 y °° 12

Stieltjes- 0 oo 23
(x + y)"

Hilbert- - oo oo 20
x — y

For each transform the functions f(x) are arranged according to a certain hier-

archy of functions which is explained in the preface to volume I. These integral

transforms fill the whole of volume I and about three-fifths of volume II. The

remaining part of volume II is taken up by miscellaneous definite integrals which

cannot be conveniently written as an integral transform of one of the above types.

Only for a few of the better-known transforms (the first five in the above list)

the authors have been able to avaU themselves of significant previous collections

of integrals. Most of the other material is either new or has been extracted from

the periodical literature. Professor Oberhettinger contributed most of the miscel-

laneous integrals in volume II.

The following remarks concerning accuracy and completeness of the tables

should be regarded in the light of the unquestionable merit and great competence

of the work under review. Unfortunately there exists for tables of formulas no

simple device for detecting errors such as differencing. As a consequence, few

such tables can match the high standards of accuracy which are now maintained
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by the best numerical tables, and also the table under review contains a number

of misprints and minor errors. The reviewer has been informed that an incomplete

list of corrigenda to volume I has been prepared and is available from the pub-

lisher. A more extensive list, covering both volumes, is in preparation and will

be available at the same place. Turning to completeness, it cannot of course

reasonably be expected that all integrals which have ever been evaluated can be

found in the tables. One would expect, however, that for those integrals which

are listed the results are given in complete form. There are some exceptions to this,

particularly in the tables of Hankel transforms, where some of the given results

do not cover the entire range of y.

The editors of MTAC have agreed to publish desirable future addenda to the

tables. To this the reviewer would like to add a suggestion of his own. Very

generally speaking, integral transforms are frequently met in problems with

infinite domains. Problems with finite domains often are solved conveniently by

series expansions. This suggests the usefulness of tables of series expansions

involving higher transcendental functions. These tables could be arranged in

much the same way as the present Tables of Integral Transforms and would form,

in this reviewer's opinion, a welcome companion volume to the present set.

P. Henrici
University of California

Los Angeles, California

108[S, X].—Bernard Friedman, Principles and Techniques of Applied Mathe-

matics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1956, ix + 315 p. Price $8.00.

Professor Friedman has written a most excellent and useful book which will

go far in bridging the gap between the pure and applied mathematics of the

spectral theory of ordinary and partial differential equations. In any book of an

introductory nature of this size it is impossible of course to cover the range of

applied mathematics in anything like the sense it is covered in Frank-von Mises,

and so Friedman has wisely concentrated on providing the mathematical tools

appropriate for scattering problems in acoustics, electromagnetic theory and in

quantum mechanics. In the course of doing this he has at the same time covered

a great deal of common ground essential for all of applied mathematics.

The book consists of five chapters entitled: I. Linear Spaces; II. Spectral

Theory of Operators; III. Green's Functions; IV. Eigenvalue Problems of Ordi-

nary Differential Equations; V. Partial Differential Equations. The pedagogy is

excellent throughout. Friedman proceeds from the simplest example of a given

phenomenon to a sufficiently general example of its occurrence to provide complete

understanding of it. The reader is further helped by the fact that the more diffi-

cult mathematical theorems are proved in a series of appendices at the end of the

appropriate chapter. Thus the main thread of any given argument is more readily

followed since a better separation of principles from details is achieved.

Novel features not usually found in previous books on these topics include:

the use of the bra and ket notation of Dirac ; the introduction and systematic use

and justification of the distributions of L. Schwartz ; the extensive use of contour

integration in the manner of the Watson transformation ; the use of the concept
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of the "approximate spectrum" for the determination of the continuous spectrum

of a given differential operator ; the treatment of separation of variables by using

the inverse of two commutative operators ; the method of Kato for improving the

results of a Rayleigh-Ritz eigenvalue estimation ; the introduction of the concept

of impedance after Schelkunoff for the usual Sturm-Liouville problem and its

relations to the concepts of transmission and reflection coefficients ; the systematic

treatment of Sturm-Liouville boundary value problems when the boundary con-

ditions are either inhomogeneous or when the eigenvalue enters explicitly in them

and many others too numerous to be enumerated here.

While the reviewer would have preferred a more extensive discussion of varia-

tional methods and of the meaning of the notions of limit point and limit circle

for differential equations and their relationship to the usual abstract Hubert

space formulation of the spectral theory, he believes that Professor Friedman has

written a thoroughly enjoyable and useful book which all active applied mathe-

maticians should certainly have as part of their library, and which would certainly

represent at the same time a suitable text-book for either a semester or a year

course in applied mathematics. (By way of incidental criticism, the concepts of

covariant and contravariant vectors are never defined although on page 22 their

distinction is likened to that existing between basis and reciprocal basis vectors

and on page 26 to that between row and column vectors.)

C. L. Dolph
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

109[S].—H. Preuss, Integraltafeln zur Quantenchemie, Springer-Verlag, West

Berlin, Germany, 1956, iv + 162 p., 27 cm. Price DM 39.

In the calculation of the binding energy and electronic structure of molecules

and solids by quantum mechanics, it is necessary to calculate the integral of

products of wave functions, each about one or another atomic center, multiplied

by various direct or inverse powers of the distance ra from one of the centers to

an element of integration or the distance ri2 between two elements of integration.

For first-order approximations only one- and two-center integrals are needed,

the effect on a bond between two atoms because of the presence of a third is

neglected.

The tables under review give numerical values for the simpler pertinent one-

and two-center integrals, for atomic wave functions appropriate for K and L

shells (i.e., for constituent atoms up to neon in the periodic table) for a fairly

wide range of the parameters involved. In addition, a number of subsidiary func-

tions are tabulated, in terms of which the other pertinent functions may be com-

puted. Thus approximate calculations of the structure and energy of such mole-

cules as H20, NH3, etc., may be worked out by the use of these tables plus a

desk computer.

In the functions themselves, five significant figures are given, in the main;

for the auxiliary functions six significant figures are given. This is adequate,

since first-order calculations of binding energy often differ from measured values

by factors of 2 or 3. In order to give a wide enough range of the parameters and
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keep the tables reasonable in size, the intervals between tabulated values of the

parameters are large enough so that interpolation would be difficult in many cases.

These limitations are not critical, however, if the limitations of the first-order

computations, for which the tables are designed, are kept in mind. All that can be

expected of first-order calculations is an order-of-magnitude estimate of energy

and a crude estimate as to structure. It would therefore be illusory to interpolate

parameter values, to try to get an accurate minimum, for example. To get ac-

curacy sufficient to warrant interpolation, one would need to use at least second-

order terms, which involve three-center integrals and other functions not tabu-

lated here ; such computations should probably be done on a high-speed computer.

For what they are supposed to do, the tables seem adequate. They are hand-

somely printed, with plenty of explanatory textual material and bibliographic

references. The reviewer has not checked the accuracy of the entries.

Philip M. Morse
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

110[S].—Balth. van der Pol, Editor, Atlas of Ground-Wave Propagation Curves

for Frequencies between 30 Mc/s and 300 Mc/s, l'Union Internationale des

Telecommunications, Geneva, 1955, xxxv + 174 p., 29.5 cm., oblong. Price

36.50 Swiss francs.

Curves are presented for the field of a half-wave transmitting dipole as a

function of distance for a wide range of the physical parameters. These are:

frequencies of 30, 60, 100, 150, 200, and 300 megacycles per second, heights of

transmitting antenna above the ground of 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000

meters, and heights of receiving antennas above the ground of 0, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,

100, 200, 500, and 1000 meters. The transmitting and receiving antennas are

oriented, simultaneously, horizontally, or vertically. The electrical ground con-

stants are taken corresponding to sea water (<r = 4 mhos/m and e/eo = 80) and

to land (a = 10~2 mhos/M and e/eo = 10). To account for "normal" atmospheric

refraction, the earth's radius is taken as 4/3 times the actual earth's radius.

The r.m.s. field strength in micro-volts/meter is plotted against distance D

from 0 to 200 kilometers for a specified antenna height, frequency and ground

constants. The strength of the transmitter is such that the hypothetical field, in

its equatorial plane, would be

2.22-1Q5
E = —=-pV/m

L>km

il the latter was placed in free space.

One of the underlying assumptions is : the earth is regarded as a smooth and

homogeneous sphere. The inhomogeneous character of the atmosphere has not

been considered. Effects such as "inversion layers" and turbulence are thus ex-

cluded. Furthermore, the roughness and variability of the ground constants are

not mentioned. It is unfortunate that a few calculations were not carried out for
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an earth conductivity of 10~3 mhos per meter corresponding to poorly conducting

ground which is more typical of arid regions of the world.

As a result of the simplifying assumptions mentioned above, the problem is

reduced to a scalar boundary value problem in electromagnetic theory. Essentially

it is desired to obtain a Green's function G exterior to a spherical region with an

approximate boundary condition dG/dr = yG at the surface. The constant y

depends on the electrical constants of the ground, the polarization and the fre-

quency. The validity of this boundary condition rests on the condition that the

square of the refractive index N2 of the earth is large compared to one. Some error

might be introduced in employing values of y based on this assumption when

| A72! is only of the order of 10 for over-land propagation at 30 Mc/s.

For purposes of computation, G is represented as a sum of modes involving

spherical Bessel Functions of large complex order with a large real argument.

These Bessel functions are approximated by using their representation in terms

of Hankel functions of order 1/3 or the equivalent modified Airey Integrals. This

Hankel approximation has been discussed extensively in the early work of van

der Pol and Bremmer referred to in the text. The statement on page XIII that

"the introduction of the Hankel approximation is essentially equivalent to the

use of an approximate boundary condition . . ."is, however, not true. These are

two separate approximations with different regions of validity.

When the transmitting and receiving antennas are at moderate or very large

heights, geometrical optics provide a much simpler formula for computation.

Most of the curves in the atlas are based both on the geometrical-optical and the

spherical wave function formulas. The overlapping of the regions of usefulness

of these two techniques provides an excellent check on the over-all accuracy.

Most of the calculations were carried out under the supervision of Professor

A. Van Wijngaarden on the electronic digital calculator (ARRA) of the Mathe-

matical Centre in Amsterdam. Parts of the text were written by Dr. H. Bremmer.

The curves provide a convenient reference for field strength estimates in the

frequency range from 30 to 300 Mc/s when the atmosphere is undisturbed and

inversion layers are not present.

The list of errata below has been compiled since the publication of this book

and furnished by Professor van der Pol. The corrections apply only to the intro-

ductory text of the atlas and in no way influence the validity of the curves.

page for read

VI, lines —11 and —12     on a perfectly conducting plane    in free space

IX, line 9 1.47 1.047
IX, line 13 having the same moment radiating 1 kilowatt

X, line —11 azimuthal angular

xvv' !ormu!a «J    787oo° 7-V^
XV, formula (10) J Dkm

National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado

James R. Wait
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111[S].—J. M. Kennedy & M. J. Cliff, Transformation Coefficients between LS

and jj Coupling, Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited, Chalk River, Ontario,

A.E.C.L. Report No. 224, 1955, 39 p., 27 cm. Price $0.50.

This report lists and discusses the transformation coefficients for converting

wave functions expressed in the LS coupling representations to a jj representation

or vice versa. The basic relation used is :

(h   si   ji\
h    s2   ji j t(liSiji, l2Sij2, JM),

L    S    Jj

where h and l2 are orbital angular momenta whose resultant is L ; Si and s2 are

spins whose resultant is S; ji, the total angular momentum of particle i, is the

resultant of h and Si, and /, the total angular momentum of the two particle

system, is the resultant of L and 5 (and also of j\ and j2). The expansion coeffi-

cients A are independent of M the z component of the angular momentum /.

In atomic and nuclear spectroscopy, the spins Si and s2 are equal to \. In the

report, the coefficients,

A   h   ji\
A\l2    J    j2 J

\L   S   Jj

are given in three different forms :

1. as algebraic functions of l\, l2, J,

2. numerically (up to 8 decimal places) for all possible cases in which h and

l2 do not exceed 5,

3. in coded fractional form for all cases in which h and l2 do not exceed 5.

The coded fractional form is useful since the squares of the A coefficients

are rational fractions which have no prime factors exceeding the value 19

for the ranges of parameters considered here.

We give here an example of this method—it is discussed more fully in the report.

18/275 = 2' X 32 X 5~2 X 7° X ll"1 -» 1220, 1,

the underlining denoting a negative exponent and a comma being placed after

the fourth digit. Multiplication of fractions merely involves addition of their

fractional representations.

The tables are well presented (and legible) and should be useful to workers

in atomic and nuclear spectroscopy.

Related tables are :

W. T. Sharp, J. M. Kennedy, B. J. Sears, & M. G. Hoyle, Tables of Coeffi-
cients for Angular Distribution Analysis, CRT-556, A.E.C.L. Report No. 97

IMTAC, Rev. 26, v. 10, 1956, p. 51-52].
J. M. Kennedy, B. J. Sears, & W. T. Sharp, Tables of X Coefficients, CRT-

569, A.E.C.L. Report No. 106 IMTAC, Rev. 27, v. 10, 1956, p. 52].
S. A. Moszkowski

University of California

Los Angeles, California
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112[C, K, L, W, Z].—Robert R. Bush & Frederick Mosteller, Stochastic

Models for Learning, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1955. Price $9.00.

This work is of interest to readers of Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to

Computation both for the text and for tables which are included as incidental

information to provide means for evaluation of the validity of hypotheses made

or suggested in the text.

Major tables include the functions:  #(«,0) = zZ?=a<*'{v+1)nß"  and  *(a, ß)

& 1 - ß

= zZ?=o va^+Wß", a = .5(.02).99, ß = .5(.02)1, 4D ; T(a, ß) =- over
a — ß

va"
the range a, ß■- .7(.01).99 with a < ß, 3D; g,(a) =-, a = .50(.01).99,

1 — a"

a'ß va"B
v = 1(1)10,   3D;   F(a,ß,Ü) - £"=o—-^-   and   G(a,ß,ü) = £f_--£-,

1 — a'ß 1 — a'ß

a,ß = .5(.05).7(.02).98,ß = 4(4)16.
In addition to these tables (which were considered by the authors to be

sufficiently important to be presented separately as appendices) there are numer-

ous tables scattered throughout the text. Some of these simply tabulate observed

data from experiments reported, and others furnish functions which the authors

need for their exposition but which they evidently consider to be of less general

interest. An example of such a table is the function P(a, ß) = II™=o (1 — a'ß),

a,ß = 0(.1)1, 3D found on page 160.

The major tables are used in maximum likelihood estimates and in othef1

adjustment of parameters in the theory developed.

The book also contains a general description of the mathematical and nu-

merical methods used in making the estimates. These methods are not new, but

the whole exposition seems to the reviewer to be a valuable contribution to litera-

ture generally applicable to the rapidly expanding quantitative social sciences.

The aim of the authors is to present a hypothesis with regard to the learning

process. This is briefly that a reaction to a stimulus is probabilistic and that the

governing probability distribution is dependent on the experience of the person

subjected to the stimulus. A major portion of the book is devoted to an attempt

to make quantitative hypotheses along these lines which accord with experience.

The tables are auxiliary to the estimates required in these hypotheses.

The theory itself is of plausible interest to students of automatic computing

equipment. This interest might work in both directions—the equipment might

give better simulations of the learning processes assumed and hence better insight

into the theory, and the theory might be put to use in the design and application

of some types of machinery, say, for language translation or for some similar

application. However, the connection at present must certainly be considered to

be nebulous.

The tables are a minor part of the book ; they are a little hard to read because

of the space saving device of listing two functions with a single table of arguments.

Acknowledgment of help in computation is given, but no indication of checks of

accuracy or of means used. There are no aids to interpolation.

C. B. T.
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113[Z].—Martin H. Weik, PB 111996, A Survey of Domestic Electronic Digital

Computing Systems (Reprint of Ballistic Research Laboratory Report No.

971), United States Department of Commerce, Office of Technical Services,

Washington, D. C, 1956, vii + 272 p., 28 cm. Price $4.75.

It is certainly not easy to remain abreast of developments in the electronic

computer field. This survey helps to bring up-to-date (end of 1955) a broad picture

of the field in the United States. Previous surveys of a similar nature date back

to 1953 and are now obsolescent.

Eighty-four "Domestic Electronic Digital Computing Systems" are described

in the report. Two foreign manufacturers, Ferranti and Olivetti, are represented,

presumably because these companies have U. S. sales organizations. On the other

hand at least some U. S. computers are missing, for example Harvard Mark IV,

Univac 120, and Univac File Computer. It would be highly desirable if all foreign

computers could be added to the list together with annual supplements.

The descriptive information on each system runs from 2 to 4 pages and

generally includes photographs, manufacturer, user(s), arithmetic and logical

organization, size, cooling and power, input-output and memory data, production

record and price, and operating experience.

Much of the information was obtained from manufacturers and users. For

this reason, as the editor points out, care must be taken when comparing detailed

minute points since the contributers may have used different frames of reference.

Anyone considering the acquisition of a computer could use the information in

the survey to select a small group of computers for further consideration. The

survey would be very useful for familiarization purposes.

A chapter on Analysis and Trends follows the system description. The

machines are listed in a number of ordered tables according to the characteristics

of word length, add time, memory capacity, memory access time, tube and diode

quantities, power requirements and cost. In addition the editor gives his opinion

of trends in the field.

A brief bibliography and a glossary of computer terms are included.

Douglas L. Hogan
The George Washington University

Washington 6, D. C.

TABLE ERRATA

Reviews and papers in this issue mention errata in the following works :

sin M0
A. Ashour & A. Sabri,   "Tabulation of the function ^(0) = zZn°=i-r~,"

n2

Review 105, p. 250.

Robert E. Greenwood, "Coupon collector's test for random digits," Review

96, p. 243.
H. Hasse, Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie, p. 197.

F. G. Tricomi, "Valori numerici di ortogonali di Laguerre," Review 103, p. 248.

Balth. van der Pol, Atlas of Ground-Wave Propagation Curves for Frequencies

between 30 Mc/s and 300 Mc/s, Review 110, p. 256.


